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Rhythm  blues-smooth jazz-contemporary pop  high energy funk... 10 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B

Pop Crossover, URBAN/R&B: Funk Details: "THE GROOVE TOWN BOYS" are a wide mix of

entertainers that start with "JULIAN MOLINA" aka "THE JUICE" on bass. He is touring with the latin

rockers known as "MALO". He is also is touring with "BRUCE CONTE" guitar player formerly of "TOWER

OF POWER". One of our featured vocalists currently touring with "THE AMERICAN IDOL" 2nd place

finalist "CLAY AIKEN" whom is currently achieving "TRIPLE PLATINUM STATUS" is "JACOB COTRELL"

Whom is featured on "GET WITH YOU" You will be hearing more of Jacob's fantastic vocals on

up-coming tracks. Also on this hot!! Album is "CARLOS CASAREZ" former guitar player of the "DOUBLE

PLATINUM"  "GRAMMY NOMINEE FOR CONTEMPORARY TOP VOCALIST OF THE YEAR AWARD"

is the "T.V.  FILM STAR." - "LAURA BRANIGAN". Carlos was not only the high energy guitar player for

Laura, but also was in charge of background vocals,  assistant musical conducter. Carlos's musical

associates have been "STEVE YORK"- former bass player of "RINGO STARR".- "BRIAN BECVAR"-

former keyboardist of "MICHAEL JACKSON"- "TOTO"-  "FRANK ZAPPA"- "RITCHIE FONTANA"- former

drummer of "BILLIE SQUIER".- "JIMMIE BEHRENGER"- former guitarst for "PRINCE"  "BILLIE

CALDWELL"  "VIRGIL WEBER"- former keyboardist for "DONNA SUMMER"- "JOSE FELICIANO"- 

original "GRASS ROOTS" member. Carlos  his brothers Gino  Danny have been contracted by such

groups as "80's" superstars "THE NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK"-"PAMELA RUSSO"-"CONNIE"-  "JORGE

SANTANA". They have also been supporting musicians for the world renowned vocal group "THE

AMAZING PLATTERS". Also on this fantastic album is Tony Atilano who is the main horn writer  arranger,

check out Tony's smoking chops on "BREAK THE MONOTONY". Our sax man is Eddie Lopez who has a

great single album entitled "OCEAN BREEZES" which can also be located on this site. Eddie is featured
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throughout this electrifying wheel of steel. Next is our Canadian born  bred funkifying drummer, Dwight

Dupre who will dazzle you with his in "The Pocket" drumming technique. Also on Lead  Background

Vocals is Matthew Blackwood a well accomplished poet  lyricist'check out Matt on "MYSTERIOUS

WOMAN". Matt will be featured on upcoming tracks also in the future."THE GROOVE TOWN BOYS" are

a bunch of dedicated life loving funky jazzy type of guys that love to play for "THE WORLD". They are

currently finishing off albums 2,3,4,&5. The next albums will be even more diverse. Ohh, P.S. Check out

their website-groovetownboys.com. Give us a call lets chat  lets get in the "GROOVE ZONE". Gino

Casarez- "THE GROOVE TOWN BOYS".
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